
VERSION CONTENTS REPORT

VERSION : 2.0.14.1 RELEASED : 06/10/2015

REF MODULE DESCRIPTION TYPE

FOC-1785 Barcoding BugIn the Barcode Printing screen, the Recent Deliveries button was 
incorrectly listing items which had 'out' type stock movements this has 
been changed to show 'in' type stock movement items.

FOC-1563 Benefits BugUK only - Underpaid claim record was created when "Auto Allocation" 
Institution setting was active and claim was moved from "Claimed" to 
"Paid Claim" state.

FOC-1677 Benefits BugIt was not possible to delete a benefit in the NHS/Corporate Tracking 
screen.

FOC-2457 Benefits BugUK and Ireland Only - In the Benefit Tracking module, in order to avoid 
errors caused by selecting a benefit without opening the relevant 
institution, when the module opens, if the application country is Ireland 
then the first institution from the top will be opened. If the application 
country is UK and no Institutions are marked as a NHS institution, in the 
Institutions Maintenance screen, then the first institution from the top 
will be opened. If application country is UK and at least one institution is 
marked as a NHS institution,then that particular Institution will be 
opened.

FOC-2632 Benefits BugWhen adjusting a benefit and writing off the difference, the write off 
payment was not created.

FOC-2797 Benefits BugThe last full sight test date was showing as the GOS form creation date. 
 This will now show as the last full visit created date.

FOC-2243 CL Refraction BugThe Clinical Contact lens screen was displaying a 'Previous Dispenses' 
button which should not be there.

FOC-2590 CL Refraction BugWhen configured to use the Enhanced CL Dispense screen, if a variable 
priced CL item was selected for the right eye, an oracle error occurred.

FOC-2674 CL Refraction BugOn item selection, the left Contact Lens within CL Dispensing screen 
was missing Cylinder, Axis and Add values.

FOC-2689 CL Refraction BugIn the CL Rx screen, when copying converted prescription details using 
the Copy Previous button, a 'field not found' error occurred.

FOC-2690 CL Refraction BugThe Dispense button in the CL Rx screen is disabled if the fitting type 
selection is Check-Up only. However, the button was not enabled when 
the user changed the fitting type to another type.
The fitting type will also change the status of the 'Update Recall' 
checkbox if the prescription date is today. If the fitting type is 'Trial' then 
it will be unticked, otherwise it will be ticked.

FOC-2694 CL Refraction BugThe tick box for 'Update Recall' on the contact lens prescription screen 
was ignoring the system setting for being auto-ticked.
The tick box was also ticked for all prescriptions. This behaviour has 
now been changed so that it is ticked when:-
1) A new prescription or visit is being entered
2) When scrolling through the prescriptions, only the ones with todays 
date will have a tick (unless it is a trial type)

FOC-2784 CL Refraction EnhancementWhen in the CL examination screen within the CL Rx module, the user 
has the ability to copy previous CL exam information. In previous 
versions it would only copy through the Conclusion and Outcome. It will 
now copy through the History / Medication from the selected previous 
visit. If the previous visit is a converted record then it will copy through 
from the history and symptoms field under the contact lenses tab.

FOC-2103 Central 
Maintenance

BugIn a multi practice (Central Maintenance) system, the Jobs screen was 
showing pending jobs from all practices
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FOC-2239 Central 
Maintenance

BugThe correct password for logging into Central Maintenance was not 
being recognised.
Users will need to be added to Oracle by the Ocuco support team for 
this to work.

FOC-2670 Central 
Maintenance

BugThere was a menu item which was not required in Central Maintenance

FOC-1070 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementThe Lense Condition / Fit text field has been increased in the size. This 
lead to the Horizontal Visible Iris Diameter and The Vertical Palpebral 
Aperture text fields decreasing in size.

FOC-1073 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementIn the Clinical version, the 'Conclusion' label in CL Examination TAB of 
the CL Rx screen, has been changed to 'Conclusion / Outcome'.

FOC-1540 Clinical 
Records

BugIf a patient alert was added for a patient in the Clinical History Notes 
screen, then subsequent patient alerts would not display

FOC-1758 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementTure pressure field has now been removed from the Eye pressures 
screen, in Clinical version.
The True pressure total was incorrectly calculating, causing confusion to 
the users.

FOC-1880 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementThe copy trial function in the contact lens prescription screen has been 
enhanced so that if any contact lens product that is flagged in the stock/ 
catalogue module as a trial lens is copied to the prescription screen will 
be automatically swapped out for a revenue lens if there is a match 
based on the specifications of the trial. If more then one match is found 
then specification is copied to the prescription screen and the product 
selection is left blank

FOC-1923 Clinical 
Records

BugClinical checklists would not copy from a previous visit if data has been 
entered today.

FOC-2172 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementWhen copying Clinical and Contact Lens Examination details from a 
previous visit, all visits are now displayed in date order. This means that 
a converted visit can also be copied even when a Focus2 visit exists.

FOC-2173 Clinical 
Records

BugWorking Distance values in the subjective prescription were not saving 
consistently.
Also when using the "copy previous" button, Working Distance values in 
the subjective prescription did not copy through consistently.

FOC-2192 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementThe visit types in the handover screen did not reflect the visit types in 
the prescription screens

FOC-2193 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementClinical Only: The visit types in the handover screen did not reflect the 
visit types in the prescription screens, The 'visit type' buttons in the 
handover screen have changed to a drop-down pick list, and correctly 
now reflect if the user is creating a handover for a contact lens or 
spectacle visit.

FOC-2267 Clinical 
Records

BugThe History Notes tab in Clinical Exams module contained a tool bar 
with unnecessary buttons.

FOC-2278 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementThe double click functionality was not available on the CL examination 
converted record graphics.

FOC-2280 Clinical BugConverted records in the Clinical Examination module had no navigation 
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Records buttons.

FOC-2378 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementReferral letters were missing the Professionals bookmarks

FOC-2407 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementNew behaviour for the Insert and Visit buttons was implemented for 
Focus Clinical systems only:-
If there is a contact lens visit for today then the Visit button will show a 
tick otherwise the button will remain as usual.
When the Visit button is pressed, the icon will change to the tick.
When the Insert button is pressed and there is no contact lens visit for 
today, a message will come up advising that the user is are working on 
an old visit. The user can choose to continue or not.
This will continue to work even if the patient had a contact lens visit 
created earlier today and then the user goes back to the contact lens 
Rx screen.

FOC-2416 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementIf a patient had no contact lens prescriptions or trial, then a dispense 
could still be performed.  This is no longer allowed.

FOC-2441 Clinical 
Records

BugThe Prescription button in the handover screen was too narrow to 
display the caption fully

FOC-2485 Clinical 
Records

BugClinical only: The 'Optician' field in the 'Basic Rx' page is linked to the 
'Test By' field in the 'RX Given' page. If the 'Test By' field in the 'Rx Given' 
page is changed then the 'Optician' field in the 'Basic RX' page will 
change and vice versa.

FOC-2532 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementClinical only: Visit Type has been added to the Handover Summary 
report and to the Contact Lens Handover report.

FOC-2534 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementThe handover screen will now auto-switch to the correct tab (specs or 
contact lenses) depending on which type of visit is current being 
displayed

FOC-2537 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementThe Handover module font size has been reduced.

FOC-2727 Clinical 
Records

BugOn the Clinical Check Lists, in the History module, on the Patient 
record, it is possible to set default values to auto-populate when 'N' is 
selected. However this did not overwrite existing data if the 'N' was 
selected on a checklist related to an old visit.  This also produced an 
error message stating the data set was not in edit mode.

FOC-489 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementThe previous Rx grid on the Clinical Rx Summary tab now has filtering 
available. Options are:-
1) Display both types
2) Display Rx types only
3) Display Lens Meter types only

FOC-496 Clinical 
Records

BugThe Clinical Exam screen was not always remembering the last tab 
accessed for a patient if it was a checklists type tab.

FOC-2022 Clinical 
records

EnhancementOn the Clinical Spectacle Rx Summary tab, if there is more information 
available about muscle balance then a button is displayed on the 
toolbar. Pressing this button will take the user straight to the muscle 
balance tab in the Clinical Exams screen.

FOC-2025 Clinical 
records

EnhancementThe Right and Left Pinhole results, found in the Rx Subjective screen 
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were required as a merge fields in the Letter Templates, therefore the RX 
Subjective bookmark list has been added to the bookmark category list 
in the right hand side of the Letter Maintenance screen. The "Right Dist 
Acuity Pinhole" and the "Left Dist Acuity Pinhole" bookmarks have been 
added to the RX Subjective bookmark list. Additionally all the bookmark 
lists was sorted alphabetically.

FOC-2324 Configuration BugThere was an error when creating a new staff member.

FOC-2411 Configuration BugThe "About Focus" form found in the configuration module contained an 
incorrect label, which was removed.

FOC-2421 Configuration EnhancementIn a multi practice system, the Staff Maintenance screen was showing 
staff members from all practices. The local office version (Focus) now 
only shows the relevant staff members for the practice that is logged in. 
The head office application (Central Maintenance) still shows staff 
members for all practices, but can be filtered for each individual practice.

FOC-1673 Diary BugThere was a problem displaying the diary dates in the Diary Config 
screen. If clinic dates had been set up for a few months in the future, 
they were not always displaying properly when viewed in the calendar 
displays of the Diary Configuration screen.

FOC-2071 Diary BugIf a database has no diaries set up (usually a newly converted database) 
an error occurred when trying to load the diary configuration screen.

FOC-2150 Diary EnhancementThe green colour of the arrived status in the diary was too light for some 
screens so the arrived colour has been changed to a darker green

FOC-2199 Diary BugWeb Bookings History tab contained truncated labels.

FOC-2268 Diary BugCut / Copy and Paste functionality within the Diary module caused a 
appointments to be created with invalid practice IDs.

FOC-2379 Diary BugIn the Optom Mode of the diary a new column was added to indicate 
that an SMS has been sent to the patient about that appointment. The 
SMS can also be viewed by clicking in the status column.

FOC-2505 Diary BugIn the Diary Screen, the width of the column 'From', which shows the 
time of the appointment, was slightly increased to improve the Multi 
Diary display.

FOC-2606 Diary BugIntermittently the diary would not let the user insert an appointment slot 
at the end of a clinic. An erroneous message would display saying that 
appointment slots must not overlap

FOC-2608 Diary BugAn error would occur in the diary if a cut and paste of an appointment 
was done prior to a patient search being used elsewhere in Focus2

FOC-2834 Diary BugIn the Diary, the Patient's Appointment (find next appointment) button 
was not working. When the button is select now, the patient next 
appointment, and any consecutive appointments after will now be 
located.

FOC-788 Diary BugThe search by date of birth facility in the diary 'new appointment' dialog 
was not formatting the date properly.

FOC-2482 Dispening BugThe quantity button was removed from Review Sales tab in Dispensing / 
Sales module.

FOC-1475 Dispensing EnhancementIt is now possible to sell a frame in the walk-in till screen

FOC-1547 Dispensing BugWhen lens adjustment were made while dispensing specs, the VAT 
calculations were incorrect in VAT receipts. This is when VAT 
calculation is configured to be SDC.

FOC-1548 Dispensing BugOn Occasions the Previous Dispenses screen would only show a few 
previous dispenses.
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FOC-1559 Dispensing EnhancementIt is now possible to sell a Consumables type product using the Other 
button in the Dispense/Sales screen

FOC-1614 Dispensing BugOccassionally in spectacle dispensing, if a frame code was typed in and 
return was pressed, the frame code would go missing after selecting 
lenses.
The frame selection drop down now filters the list as the user is typing 
the code.

FOC-1632 Dispensing EnhancementWhen selecting "No Order" as order type in the fulfilment screen, the 
newly created dispense will be auto-collected.

FOC-1644 Dispensing BugIf a split pair was dispensed in spectacle dispensing and a lens 
selection was changed, the other lens selected would be lost.
The lens selection combos have now been made read-only if a lens has 
already been selected and to change the lens selection the eraser 
button must be used

FOC-1957 Dispensing BugIn a spectacle dispense, if the total amount was covered completely by 
discounts and benefits, the amount apportioned to the benefit could 
sometimes be wrong and therefore cause a mismatch in the ZZ Report.

The benefit also used to apportion to the frame element first and that 
has now changed to the following order to pay elements of the dispense:-
1) Lenses (split 50/50 when appropriate)
2) Frame
3) Extras

FOC-2069 Dispensing BugWhen performing an exchange involving a pair of spectacles, the new 
pair of spectacles was not showing up in the Dispense Fulfilment screen

FOC-2111 Dispensing EnhancementIn the New Dispense screen, the users were unable to override the price 
of prescription sunglass dispenses as the override button was disabled.

FOC-2181 Dispensing BugIn the dispensing  module, if no glazing charge existed when saving a 
partial spectacle dispense, an error would occur.

FOC-2229 Dispensing BugDue to different types of DD/BACS payments, inconsistencies may 
appear in the account balance where a patient paid partly by DD/BACS 
and partly with another tender type on converted records.

FOC-2235 Dispensing BugThe dispense fulfilment screen was listing each item to be ordered 
multiple times for Accessories/solutions etc.

FOC-2237 Dispensing BugThere was a 'dataset closed' error when the Dispense button was 
pressed in the contact lens Rx screen in a clinical system

FOC-2349 Dispensing BugIf a 2nd spectacle dispense (of two or more) was discarded from the 
spectacle dispense screen in edit mode, the wrong dispense group was 
deleted. This caused the first dispense to lose the group information

FOC-2422 Dispensing Bug Tint and Coat validation was not being applied on jobs, where a left lens 
only had been dispensed.

FOC-2464 Dispensing BugIn the spectacle dispense screen, if a dispense was changed from a 
spectacle type to a sunglasses type, then the group numbering was 
sometimes wrong

FOC-2473 Dispensing BugWhen using the Search Options page to search for frames, sunglasses 
and lenses, users can use the five drop down menus to filter the result 
to a specific type, manufacturer, range, model and material. However 
there was no filter in any of the drop downs, so the user always got a 
long list of all types, manufacturers, ranges, models and materials in the 
application. A filter has been added to each of the drop down menu, so 
that only relevant results will be displayed in the drop down menu.
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FOC-2644 Dispensing BugClinical Only. The ability to dispense from the the Refraction screen has 
been removed for converted Rx records.

FOC-2114 External Links BugThe application has the facility to export financial detail in a format that 
can be imported into the Sage accountancy software package.  The 
Sage Extract now excludes Write-Off tender types to match the ZZ 
Report. This is only applicable when the VAT setup is configured to use 
'Cash Accounting'.

FOC-2112 GOS Forms EnhancementEngland Only: The Examiners name (Performers name) has been added 
to the GOS 2 form and on the form it is located above Practice Details. 
Affected GOS 2 form versions are Jul 08, Jun 05 and Oct 08.

FOC-1922 GOS forms BugThe prescription was not always being printed on the GOS2 form.

FOC-1866 General BugIt was possible to click on the toolbar buttons when the Home Screen 
was displayed

FOC-2263 General BugThe main button tool-bar on the left hand side of the application was 
changed to ensure all the buttons are the same size when mouse cursor 
is pointed at them. Handover and Notes buttons were smaller than 
others.

FOC-538 Imaging EnhancementPin entry has been removed from  the Imaging screen

FOC-1542 Letters BugThere was a minor cosmetic issue in the clinical version of the 
application in the letters section, where the very bottom edge of the 
letter recipient drop down box (the 'professional' selection) was not 
visible.

FOC-1543 Letters EnhancementThe application can be configured so that the letter editor can be used 
within the referrals area in a "non-modal" mode. In other words, the user 
does not have to close the letter editor to use the rest of the application, 
which in turn then allows for the user to review various screens on the 
patient's file if they wish to use what has been written in their record as 
part of the content of the letter. When using this mode, the letter editor 
is automatically closed when you change patient. As part of that 
automatic closure, there are validation messages in place such as the 
warning about the body of the letter containing bookmarks (which would 
indicate that the user may have forgotten to perform the merge function). 
For some of those messages the user is asked to confirm if they wish to 
continue with the closure anyway. If they say no, the system has now 
been changed to automatically switch to displaying the letter editor 
screen. Previous versions meant the user had to select it themselves.

FOC-1544 Letters BugThe letter editor screen was being opened in a non-modal fashion, thus 
allowing the user to use the rest of the application while the letter editor 
was still open in the background. This was causing problems when the 
user changed patient with an open letter, in that when eventually the 
letter was saved, it was overwriting the letter of the current patient with 
that of the original. This has now been corrected in that (a) the 
application now respects a configuration option which determines 
whether the editor screen is to be used modally or non-modally, with 
modal being the typical mode and the default which forces the user to 
close and save the letter before being allowed to navigate the rest of the 
system. And (b) where the letter editor is being used in the non-modal 
form, then the editor is automatically closed and the letter saved when 
the user changes patient.

FOC-1719 Letters EnhancementIn the letter template editor screen, the buttons which add specific 
bookmarks for Date, Time and Notes have been moved off the formatting 
toolbar and over to where the rest of the bookmarks are selected. This is 
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partly to do with consistency and they are more suited to be kept with 
the other bookmarks, and also so that they are available when 
integrated with MS Word which uses its own formatting toolbar.

FOC-1768 Letters BugThe message to inform the user that there is a duplicate BACS 
reference has been modified from a blocking message to a do you want 
to continue message.

FOC-1769 Letters BugIn the letter template editor, depending on the type of template being 
edited, on saving the template using either the Save or Save As a 
message will be displayed if the template does not contain any 
bookmarks. However, the text of the message asked the user if they 
wished to continue or not, but only provided an OK button. The text of 
the message has now been changed to not ask for a confirmation, 
because it is invalid to save the template without any bookmarks.

FOC-1821 Letters BugIn the letter maintenance screen, when a user selected a template, 
pressed Merge Details button first followed by Undo Merge button, an 
error message "Field 'MARGIN_LEFT' not found" would pop up if the 
user tried to preview the letter.

FOC-1823 Letters EnhancementThe query and recall modules both had the ability for the user to add a 
"PS" note to the end of the letters generated. This was just 
automatically added as the last text at the end of the letter. This has 
now been changed so that the bookmark of "<<PS>>" can be added to 
the body of the template itself and therefore allow for a more controlled 
positioning of where that note would be placed in the end letter.

FOC-1825 Letters EnhancementThe application permits the user to set up templates and for these to be 
merged during the printing of recalls and query letters. Also available 
within the printing options is the facility to produce labels, typically for 
name/address labels to be used when mailing the letters. The text 
printed for labels was simple text, unformatted. This has now been 
changed so as to allow for formatting to be used and respected when 
printing (font sizes and styles, bold, etc.).

FOC-2078 Letters BugThe letter templates provides a facility whereby single or double braces 
can be used in order to indicate a section of the template which will have 
blank lines removed, typically for enclosing address line bookmarks. 
However, when integrated with MS Word, only one instance of these 
braces was being checked for, so if there were two or more sections 
enclosed in braces, the merge only did the first one.

FOC-2333 Letters BugWhen using MS word as the the letter editor, under some conditions, 
bookmarks could be incorrectly formatted and cause issues when 
printing or previewing letters.

FOC-2458 Letters BugAdhoc label and Address Label margin set up measurements were in 
Inches and not in millimetres. If margins have been changed in Page 
Setup then the template must be saved before the changes are applied 
to the template.

FOC-1556 Maintenance BugOn the GP maintenance screen, users were not able to sort records. 
The grid was modified on the Maintenance form to sort records by 
column which is triggered by clicking on the column header.

FOC-2315 Marketing BugThe marketing screen has been enhanced to allow the exporting of a 
results preview to Excel without requiring a practice logo.

FOC-2350 Marketing EnhancementIn the Marketing Analysis module it is possible to export the results in a 
spread sheet format. The Full Name column was removed and Title, 
First Name and Last Name columns were added to the export file for 
easier data manipulation.
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FOC-2409 Marketing BugIn the Query/Marketing module, an error was occurring when "No Dups" 
button was pressed after a grid column was sorted.

FOC-2410 Marketing BugIn the Query/Marketing module "Export" was not working after "No 
Dups" button was pressed.

FOC-2509 Marketing BugIn the Query/Marketing module the record counter was not updating after 
the "No Dups" button was pressed.

FOC-1735 Ordering EnhancementScan Orders filter has been added to Orders module. Users can scan or 
enter tray number, lab reference, order, group or dispense reference.

FOC-1942 Ordering BugIn the send to till (otherwise known as the order fulfillment) screen, the 
user has the choice as to the type of order(s) to be created for lab jobs. 
One of those options is that they want to order Frames & Lenses, i.e. 
independent orders for the frame and lenses, rather than one order for 
the complete pair. Where that option was selected, the application 
correctly created two orders, but the frame order incorrectly also 
included the lenses. It would not have made much actual difference in 
reality, as the order report would still have only printed the frame, but it 
was misleading and confusing for the user reviewing it in the orders 
module.

FOC-1963 Ordering EnhancementIn the stock orders screen, it was only possible to order stock contact 
lenses. This has now been changed so that catalog products can also 
be ordered. A new section has been added at the bottom of the stock 
order creation screen such that when you are on a contact lens product, 
it will display and allow you to enter the 6 main specification parameters 
(Base, Diameter, Power, Cylinder, Axis and Add). Having selected a 
stock product, these should be auto-filled by the parameters of the 
stock lens, and when a catalog lens is selected, the boxes can be 
entered by the user to indicate what it is they want to order.

FOC-2238 Ordering BugAn error occurred if notes were added to an Other type sale of Contact 
Lenses in the jobs screen. Notes are not applicable to the order group 
type of 'Other' so the field has been made read-only

FOC-2430 Ordering BugThe SMS button was not available on the "Inform customer" or on the 
"To Be Collected" tabs in Patient jobs.

FOC-2451 Ordering BugIn the stock orders module, when user creates a stock return for an 
item, the On Order quantity for this item would incorrectly increment this 
quantity if the quantity was already zero before the order was created. 
This is incorrect since the item was to be returned to the supplier.

FOC-2461 Ordering BugIn the jobs screen it was not possible to progress consumable type 
orders

FOC-2477 Ordering BugIn multi practice systems, the jobs screen was displaying jobs from all 
practices

FOC-420 Ordering EnhancementThe Jobs button now indicates if there are jobs needing attention in the 
jobs screen for that patient

FOC-790 Ordering BugThe view/edit button has been removed from the jobs screen for any jobs 
that are not spectacle or contact lens dispenses

FOC-1878 Packs EnhancementPack Maintenance screen has been changed to allow category 
selection.

FOC-1387 Patient EnhancementThe application displays a patient summary panel at the top of the 
screen, under the menu bar, when on any of the patient related main 
screens (prescriptions, clinical records, sales, etc..). That panel 
contained the name and ID of the patient, their DOB and account 
balance. This has now been re-formatted and expanded to include the 
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most recent prescription for the patient. For non-clinical records 
implementations, this is the most recent Rx Given. For clinical records 
enabled systems, this can be configured to be either the most recent 
subjective or given rx depending on the preference of the practice.

FOC-2306 Patient BugSearching by Date Of Birth in the patient screen and in the diary new 
appointment dialog was retrieving patients for all practices in a multi-
practice system

FOC-1740 Patients BugIn the patient screen, double clicking on either the GP or Specialist drop 
downs was listing all professionals, instead of only those configured to 
be in those specific lists.

FOC-2058 Patients EnhancementOccasionally the home telephone number was being overtyped in the 
patient screen. The cause of this was the cursor going to the home 
telephone field unexpectedly and the user believing they were typing in 
another field.
This was happening when postcode lookup was enabled, the postcode 
field was populated and the user pressed return in the first address line.
To prevent this happening in the future the cursor will only go from the 
first address line to the home telephone field if that home telephone field 
is empty

FOC-2076 Patients BugIn a Central Maintenance system when creating a new patient, the 
check to see if the patient already exists was not referring to the 
Practice ID, which meant both practice data was being checked.

FOC-1311 Payment and 
Supply 
Manager

BugWhen adding items to a mandate users were getting inappropriate 
messages if no item was selected.

FOC-1909 Payment and 
Supply 
Manager

BugWhile creating a payment in the Payment and Supply Manager module 
it was possible for them to change module or click on some of the other 
action buttons which resulted in errors displayed on the screen.

FOC-1947 Payment and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe patient mandate was not always showing the patients full address

FOC-2436 Payment and 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementThe navigation in and out of the patient mandates screen in the PASM 
module has been improved such that the on screen controls are being 
correctly disabled when no patient is selected.

FOC-2453 Payment and 
Supply 
Manager

Bug It was possible to have letters in the correspondence queue in the 
Payments and Supply Manager. This was made possible by creating a 
mandate and entering the letters module and then subsequently 
cancelling the mandate.

FOC-1519 Payments and 
Supplier 
Manager

EnhancementA warning message has been added in the patient mandate screen 
when user tries to change the bank or branch information for a patient.

FOC-1123 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugIt is now possible to refund dispatched goods from the Disp/Sales 
screen. 
Previously, if the user tried to return or exchange a dispatch, the PASM 
history would not be affected.
Also, there is now a prompt which allows the user to see the PASM 
account history prior to doing a return or an exchange. If a patient is not 
owed anything, the return can be written off.
Please note that the user is strongly advisd to check the patient's 
account history prior to a dispatch return as this will effect both the 
patient balance and the PASM account balance.

FOC-130 Payments and BugWhen viewing a patient account in the patient Mandates screen in 
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Supply 
Manager

PASM, the current balance now takes adjustments into account.

FOC-149 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugA problem with rejections has been found. The new system does not 
write a rejection record unless it is marked as "Pay through other 
means" in which case, also, a Direct Debit statement is added to 
balance.
If the payment is added to the next BACS, instead, no rejection 
transaction is written and the amount paid is added to the next 
payment, to salvage the extra amount.
Last, if the arrears box is amended, a message will come up asking 
whether the amendment was voluntary.

FOC-1568 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementWhen utilising PASM Standing Orders, the user could not set today's 
date as the day of the run.
This prevented the user from being able to see only today's worth of 
Standing Orders and
obliged the user to keep a few runs opened across the month because 
the due payments
were scattered across multiple runs.

FOC-1569 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugWhen configuring PASM, the following things were happening:

1) It was impossible for the user to change the practice's sort code and 
    account number for Standing Orders
2) If you made a change in both of the two Direct Debit related tabs, 
    only the changes made to the currently selected tab were saving. 
    This is still so for some options but not all. The ones that
    needed to validate and save regardless of the page are:
    - The type used for Direct Debit (which is used when dispatching 
items)
    - The directory where the BACS and AUDDIS file are written to
    - The sort code and account number if available
    - The default CL type

FOC-1752 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe Discounts dropdown box in the PASM add items dialog screen was 
not listing any discounts.

FOC-1876 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe total price was calculated incorrectly when choosing to dispense 
contact lenses for both eyes on the patient mandate screen. The total 
price calculation has been modified to reflect the price for two lenses 
and not for one lens only.

FOC-2003 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe Eazipay rule is that a new payer's information needs to be on the 
system for at least five working days before the user can make a 
collection. In order to allow this the application was to manipulate the 
'Next Payment Date' and ensure that there was ten days (excluding the 
weekends) from the BACS run date. However this was working in a way 
that an extra ten days get added to the Next Payment Date of all the 
mandate records at the time of running the BACS. This has been 
reviewed and changed so that the Next Payemt Date is now 
manipulated for new mandates only, ensuring that at least there is six 
days (excluding the weekends) from the day of AUDDIS submission.

FOC-2090 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugIn the PASM module, rejecting the first non credit sale payment 
automatically suspended the supply of goods. Suspending of the supply 
should be done manually by the user.

FOC-2092 Payments and 
Supply 

BugThe PASM Dispatch Report has been altered to use the price at which 
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Manager the items were supplied at rather than the current price of the items.

FOC-2146 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe PASM module facilitates the Payment Collection. Within that 
screen the user has the option to Run Bacs with the default date set to 
8 days from the current day but the user was not allowed to change the 
date as it could result in payment being rejected. This was changed to 
allow the user set their own date at their own risk. If the user changes 
the Run date the Information message will be displayed stating "This 
'run' date is very close to todays date, this could result in payment being 
rejected. Are you sure you wish to continue?" If the user selects option 
'Yes' then the date will be changed, otherwise it will be changed back to 
the default. If the user selected past date then Information message will 
be displayed stating "Past dates are not permitted." If the date has been 
removed and the field has been left blank, the application will always set 
it back to the default value. Once the application is closed the date will 
be reset back to the default value which is 8 days from the current date.

FOC-2165 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugAn error occurred when selecting to go to a patient record from the Todo 
list in the PASM module.

FOC-2224 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugWhen selecting the record, the text within the payment record has been 
changed to black, instead of the original white, to make it easier to read 
against the yellow highlight.

FOC-2234 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementThe PASM module facilitates the Payment Collection. Within that 
screen the user has the option to Run Bacs and if the previous Bacs file 
exists then the information message will state "Are you sure you wish to 
overwrite the previous BACS file?" If there are more than one company 
and the user selects option 'No' then the message will be displayed for 
each company. This should not be the case and this has been changed 
to display only one message.

FOC-229 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe create mandate button has been removed from the outstanding 
sales screen, it was superfluous there is a Goto Mandate button.

FOC-1714 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe Account Name in Payments and Supply Manager only allowed a 
maximum of 18 characters. The Patient Mandate Screen was modified 
to allow Account Name entry up to 30 characters as defined in the 
database.

FOC-1809 Recall BugUsing the letter editor, merging an individual letter when the Letter button 
is pressed in the View Results tab of Recall is causing the screen to 
flicker, but the letter does not appear.

FOC-1927 Recall BugWhere a recall scheme has a 0 month duration, no Due Date is 
calculated.

FOC-2096 Recall BugIn the Recall print letters screen the Parameters group box has been 
expanded to ensure all the parameter labels can be clearly seen.

FOC-2397 Recall BugIn a multi practice system the recall history grid was showing history 
from all practices

FOC-2525 Recall BugWhen a recall selection was done for multiple recall types, the undo 
recall function didn't always work correctly

FOC-2569 Recall BugWithin the Recall Scheme configuration module, the user could not add 
a new letter sequence to already existing Recall schema when not in 
the first age group.

FOC-1739 Referrals BugIn Referrals screen, when the referrals edit screen is invoked, the 
application automatically associates the selected GP/Professional with 
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the referral letter being edited. However, if the edit screen was invoked 
from Referrals-In tab, the application was incorrectly associating the 
letter to the professional selected in Referrals-Out tab.

FOC-1018 Refraction EnhancementThe Subjective Findings field has been widened on the Clinical Rx 
Summary screen

FOC-1120 Refraction EnhancementThere have been a number of improvements made to the speed in which 
the user can navigate around patients refraction records.

FOC-1242 Refraction EnhancementA new contact lens prescription screen has been added for Clinical 
Records systems. 
The new refraction screen matches the Trials screen in design.

A new contact lens screen and a new trials screen has been added for 
Dispensing systems without Clinical Records.

FOC-1738 Refraction BugIt was a possible to insert or modify Prescription information from the 
Refraction screen for an old visit by accident.  Users are now prompted 
with a message when modifying old visit information.

FOC-2028 Refraction EnhancementIf there are previous spectacle or contact lens prescription records for a 
patient, the button images will change to indicate this.

FOC-2226 Refraction BugIn clinical systems it was not possible to handover a visit that was in the 
past.

FOC-2423 Refraction Bug An issue with the way the application saved contact lens prescription 
changes when done using the cursor keys has been resolved

FOC-2424 Refraction BugWhen users navigated between the Eye Pressure page and other pages, 
it was possible that the Eye Pressure page would be left open beneath 
another page. Then when users came back to the Eye Pressure page, 
they would notice an error message "Please enter a valid date". This is 
due to an incorrect validation process going on in the background. This 
validation has been removed.

FOC-2433 Refraction BugIn the non-clinical, non-validated dispense version of the contact lens 
prescription screen, when printing or previewing a record card using a 
custom template, the application would always print the very latest 
prescription

FOC-2438 Refraction BugA "Field value required" error was occurring when attempting to add a 
new diagnosis or finding in the conclusion or handover diagnoses 
screens.

FOC-2475 Refraction BugIn clinical, if a user with a low level security entered the spectacle 
prescription screen, the Basic Rx tab would remain read-only for all 
users.

FOC-2497 Refraction BugNon Clinical: The Outcome field in Rx was validated when the user 
moved away from the outcome field.  This has been improved to validate 
the field when the user moves to another module.

FOC-2616 Refraction BugThe application would not allow a different test type and outcome if more 
then one Rx was created for the same patient on the same day.

FOC-504 Refraction BugIn the RX Retinoscopy Result screen the Retinoscopy label was not fully 
displayed.

FOC-1241 Reports EnhancementThe diary capacity report was not taking blockouts into consideration 
when reporting the number of appointment slots available.

FOC-1558 Reports BugWhen running the "Optometrist Outcome" report in the "Branch Control" 
section, the In-House Non clinic 
section (at the bottom of the report, outside the main report area) was 
not excluding deleted visits for non clinical records customers.
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For clinical records customers with converted visits, they will be 
inlcuded regardless of their status to allow the dispenses to be included.
The Clinic Dispense Report was showing the wrong name for the 
Optician column.
Clinic Dispense, Non-Clinic Dispense and Optometrist Outcome reports 
were all showing dispenses that had not been taken to the till yet, this 
was incorrect and only dispenses that have been taken to the till will 
now be shown in the reports.

FOC-1589 Reports EnhancementThe diary capacity report was not taking 'ad-hoc' appointments into 
consideraton when reporting on the number of appointment slots 
available.

FOC-1666 Reports EnhancementThe PASM Dispatch List report can be grouped by Item Name or Patient.

FOC-1711 Reports EnhancementIn any of the report preview screens the user has the option to export the 
content of the report to Excel. Some improvements have been made in 
the content of the resultant export, namely:
- Removal of page headers and footers to avoid them being repeated 
throughout the exported data
- Better alignments of the output columns so as to avoid columnar data 
from moving between columns
- Removal of blank lines and blank columns

FOC-1712 Reports BugThe Items sales report can be printed to sum the quantity of sales for 
each product. However, it was summing this based on product name 
only. So, if there were two products of the same name but different 
barcodes (like two frames being the same but in different colours for 
example) then it was being reported as one sum of both products rather 
than each one being listed separately.

FOC-1824 Reports BugLate discounts were not being correctly recorded on the VAT Breakdown 
Summary Report and also the Sales Breakdown Report.

FOC-2155 Reports EnhancementIt is now possible to select individual items for the Item Movement report

FOC-2190 Reports EnhancementThe Optometrist Outcome report did not include patients who had an Rx 
visit but had no transactions made. The Optometrist Outcome report can 
be found in the Branch Control report group.

FOC-2194 Reports EnhancementThe Optometrist Outcome report now shows the number of dispensings 
per patient visit rather than just showing 'Yes'

FOC-2195 Reports EnhancementThe Optom Outcome, Clinic Dispensing, and Non Clinic Dispensing 
reports, all of which are available under Branch Control, now remember 
the parameter 'X number of days' when switching between the reports.

FOC-2246 Reports BugThe NHS overpayments and underpayments were being printed for all 
practices in a multi-practice (Central Maintenance) system on the ZZ 
report.

FOC-2296 Reports EnhancementThe benefit tracking report now defaults to grouping and ordering by 
benefit type rather than by staff member. It is still possible to select 
grouping by staff member if required.

FOC-2316 Reports BugOn the Diary Analysis report, the overall total field and the Optom total 
field were not showing enough digits,

FOC-2330 Reports BugWhen a category is selected the Stock Listing report iwas not limited to 
showing only items relating to the specified category.

FOC-2338 Reports EnhancementThe dispensing days (commonly known as X-Factor Days) value has 
been added to the report headings for the following reports:-
Optometrist Outcome
Clinic Dispenses
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Non-Clinic Dispenses

FOC-2408 Reports BugWhen running the cashbook report for Day and group by Tender Type, 
the date against each individual payment line was not showing correctly.

FOC-2427 Reports EnhancementA detailed version of the Contact Lens Visit Analysis report has been 
created and can be found under the Diary Analysis section in the 
Reports module. This shows all the contact lens prescriptions,  listed by 
date along with the patient name, ID, and fitting type.

FOC-2428 Reports BugThe detailed ZZ Report was not showing the full patient ID if the ID was a 
large number

FOC-2455 Reports Bug When a cheque was written-off from the Cheque Management module, 
the write-off record was not linked to the patient payment record, which 
resulted in the write-off not visible in the End Of Day report.

FOC-2489 Reports EnhancementThe Over / Under payment screen within the NHS / Corporate Tracking 
module now allows positive and negative values.

FOC-2499 Reports Bug The Sales Breakdown Report on preview displayed dates in the 
incorrect order.

FOC-2500 Reports BugThe Z-Report and the Sales Reconciliation report were including returns 
processed as a prepayment. There was no corresponding account 
payment to signify this and therefore the report did not balance.

FOC-2572 Reports BugIf the first sale in the current logged in Focus 2 session was a Walkin 
sale, then that sale would not appear on the ZZ report.

FOC-2620 Reports Bug Voiding a return payment resulted in an imbalance in the till reports and 
the Z-Report.

FOC-2623 Reports BugThe Optom Outcome report provides an option to limit the reporting to a 
particular staff member. However when the users selected a staff 
member, the report was not behaving as expected.

FOC-2647 Reports BugThe examiners selection drop down on the reports screen was only 
listing a few staff members

FOC-2657 Reports BugThe List Transaction report, found in the Branch Control report group, 
was displaying return benefits as positive.

FOC-2685 Reports EnhancementClinic Dispensing and Non Clinic dispensing reports are no longer active 
for Entry Level customers as these reports are not relevant for users 
without dispensing.

FOC-549 Reports EnhancementIf the user has configured templates for spectacles and contact lens 
prescription reports these will now print from the prescription button in 
the handover module.

FOC-746 Reports BugThe Sales Reconciliation report now shows Eyecare vouchers

FOC-1428 SMS BugIn the ad-hoc send email and SMS screens, the list of letter templates 
was not being shown in alphabetical order.

FOC-1959 SMS EnhancementPreviously users could only send formatted texts in the email content. 
Embedded images were not recognised by the mailing system when 
emails were sent to patients. The old component has been replaced so 
now users can send emails with embedded images in the message 
content.

FOC-2469 SMS EnhancementIn a multi practice system, the SMS Management screen was showing 
details for all practices

FOC-1628 Stock EnhancementA new feature has been added to the Stock Maintenance screen to 
allow the user to view Stock Movements for the selected product

FOC-1710 Stock EnhancementIn Uplift Maintenance there is a new check box to allow for the use of 
the Gross Cost instead of the Cost Price for calculating the total item 
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price.  If the check box is left unchecked then the Cost Price is used for 
the calculations.

The Gross Cost is not available in all modules such as the Stock 
Module at this time.  In these cases where there is no Gross Cost 
option, then the Cost Price will be used by default even if the check box 
is checked to use the Gross Cost.

The Gross Cost is not directly related to any of the other prices, i.e. it 
does not include VAT or Fee % / price etc. The Gross Cost is the 
Vendors advertised cost for a specific product.

Note that the Gross Cost will be zero in most cases (where applicable) 
as it is a new feature..

FOC-1713 Stock BugStock orders screen was not showing orders older than 3 months.

FOC-1924 Stock BugWhen creating a frame template without any quantities, duplicate frames 
were appearing

FOC-2097 Stock BugEAN-8 barcoding is now available in Central Maintenance.

FOC-2425 Stock BugThe uplift maintenance provides the user with the facility to choose 
rounding options, to adjust the output of the calculation to round the 
retail price up or down to a specified decimal or integer value (round to 
the nearest 0.5 or round to the nearest 10, for example). The round up 
was working correctly, but the round down would not always give the 
correct answer. For example, a retail price of 106.25 rounded down to 
the nearest 10 was actually rounding to 90 instead of 100.

FOC-2426 Stock EnhancementThe catalog maintenance lens sphere and cylinder ranges labels and 
min/max entry boxes have been changed to try and make them more 
understandable. Originally the application had min and max, which has 
now been changed to From and To. Plus there were labels on-screen 
which were an attempt at explaining an example of what should be 
populated, but these were more confusing than helpful and have been 
removed. And the max values were originally on top and the min below, 
and these have been switched around.

FOC-2429 Stock Bug In the Stock Order module, current quantity of stock items was 
displayed incorrectly, which led to misleading information on current 
quantity of stocked items in the practice.

FOC-2518 Stock EnhancementThe stock item movements grid within the Stocked Product module was 
optimised to remove the horizontal scrollbar. The New Patient name and 
PID columns were added to the grid.

FOC-2787 Stock BugThe Stock Products screen was opening up on the Templates tab rather 
than the Items tab

FOC-1051 Till EnhancementA new Cheque Management screen has been added to the Back Office 
menu for Till systems.
Using this screen, it is now possible to deal with bounced cheques

FOC-1192 Till BugWhen lens adjustment were made while dispensing specs, the VAT 
calculations were incorrect in VAT receipts. This is when VAT 
calculation is configured to be SDC.

FOC-1683 Till EnhancementFix on re-instating the prepayment amount after the cancellation of a 
sale containing prepayment from different patient account.

FOC-1737 Till BugWrite Off button did not appear at the till screen.

FOC-2452 Till EnhancementThe sales cancellation process in the application has been expanded to 
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handle the cancellation of sales which have been tendered off in part or 
fully by an account prepayment, such that the prepaid amount is 
reinstated back onto the patient account.

FOC-2650 Web Diary BugThe Discard Patient option in the Web Matching screen was not 
removing the appointment that had been booked for this patient
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FOC-2906 Banking BugThe Reconcile Bank Deposit screen occasionally gave a false error 
message 'Please select the reason for the discrepancy' when there was 
not an actual discrepancy

FOC-3056 CL Refraction BugAn incorrect manufacturer was appearing on Contact Lens Prescription 
in ‘CL Rx' module when ‘Copy Previous' button was used.

FOC-3080 Clinical 
Records

BugOn the Clinical Rx Summary Screen, if note-type fields were entered in 
a particular order and then the Copy Previous button pressed for the 
History/Medication notes, a second new record was created which may 
have resulted in the loss of some of the notes for this visit.

FOC-3142 Clinical 
Records

BugThe Contact Lens Trials screen was displaying the wrong Contact Lens 
Name when the user navigated to the Trials tab from the Contact Lens 
Rx tab. In Clinical Records it was also displaying the wrong Trial lens 
name when navigating from other tabs

FOC-3127 Diary BugIn the diary setup screen there is a section which allows for the 
individual clinic dates to be indicated.
The user has the ability to select the individual dates in a calendar. As 
part of that calendar, there are arrows to let the user scroll forward and 
backward through the months.
However, there was a problem if the user pressed the mouse button 
twice quickly in succession to move two months, this was being treated 
like a double click and was marking or unmarking the date selected in 
the calendar at that time, as if the user had deliberately double clicked 
on that date. 
The process has been changed so that only a single click is required to 
select/unselect dates in the calendar. This will speed up the process of 
selecting and unselecting dates

FOC-2961 Dispensing EnhancementIt was not possible to dispense different quantities for the left and right 
eyes in contact lens dispensing if the lenses were the same type.
A setting has been added so that all contact lens dispenses can be 
defaulted to be a 'Split Pair' as was the default in previous versions of 
Focus 2.0.

FOC-3225 Dispensing EnhancementThe setting to default contact lens pair dispensing as 'split pairs' (when 
using the new enhanced contact lens module) has been changed to 
default to True in the utility Add All function

FOC-2966 Examinations EnhancementThe Clinical Lens Meter screen now has buttons to view previous 
spectacle dispenses and to copy previous prescriptions. It is now 
possible to copy previous lens meter and given prescriptions.

FOC-2975 GOS Forms Enhancement(Scotland Only)
The Scottish GOS 3 form on the Patient Summary / Claims screen has 
been updated to reflect the changes for the latest April 2016 form.

To select the latest form, right-click the Claims Forms section from the 
Patient Summary screen to access the Claim Form Versions screen. 
Select Apr 16 for GOS3 (Voucher) and press OK to save this setting.

FOC-2976 GOS Forms Enhancement(Scotland Only)
The Scottish GOS 4 form on the Patient Summary / Claims screen has 
been updated to reflect the changes for the latest April 2016 form.

To select the latest form, right-click the Claims Forms section from the 
Patient Summary screen to access the Claim Form Versions screen. 
Select Apr 16 for GOS4 (Replacement) and press OK to save this 
setting.
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FOC-3055 Marketing BugIn the Marketing Analysis module one of the options is to run a query 
using the Appointment Status and for a specific diary for various date 
ranges. The Appointment Status and Diary selection boxes were empty 
and no selection was possible.

FOC-3065 Orders BugWhen creating a "frame only" order, when the order was moved from 
Jobs Pending to Orders Pending, it was possible that the order would 
not appear on the Order Fullfillment screen.

FOC-3133 Orders BugIf a replenishment type contact lens "To Be Ordered" was set to zero 
quantity in the Dispense Fulfilment screen then invalid orders with zero 
references may have been created in the Orders Pending tab in the Jobs 
screen.

FOC-3158 Orders BugIn the orders module users were not able to print the external order 
reports for completed spectacle orders.

FOC-3058 Patient Display BugSome screens in Focus 2.0 display an information panel at the top with 
summary information about the patient and the patient prescriptions. 
The Rx Given prescription was not always showing the correct one for 
the patient.

FOC-2295 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe Discount facility has been re-enabled in Focus 2.0.
In addition, the discount amounts that were posted when dispatching 
PASM items have been corrected which also corrects the dispense 
totals.

FOC-3176 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe Add Items to a mandate screen was showing incorrect information 
regarding discounts when the quantity was greater than 1. 
The discount amount now shows the true amount that will be discounted 
when dispensed and the Selling Price now shows the amount that the 
patient will pay (less discount)
The controls have been rearranged to make it easier to understand what 
will actually be charged at dispense time.

FOC-3183 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementIn PASM when adding contact lenses to a mandate, if the left lens 
quantity was altered, the price was not recalculating

FOC-3185 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

BugIn the PASM Module when adding Contact Lens Items to a mandate the 
handling of discount has been corrected and improved.
1) The Discount Amount now takes note of the quantity and shows the 
total discount per lens that will be deducted.
2) The Total Price for each lens is the amount before discount is 
deducted.
3) For a split pair dispense type, the discount is now the same for both 
eyes

FOC-3189 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

BugIn the PASM Add Mandate Contact Lens Items screen the Instalment 
value for the right lens sometimes displayed the wrong value if there was 
a discount on the lens

FOC-3205 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

BugWhen a pair of contact lenses were added to a patient mandate in 
PASM, the wrong values were showing in the Regular Amount and 
Discount fields on the Patient Mandate screen. This is only relevant if 
the setting 'Auto Re-total Mandate' was switched on.

FOC-3219 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

BugThe Price column in the items grid on the PASM Patient Mandate 
screen was not showing the true selling price including discounts

FOC-3220 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementIn the PASM add contact lens items screen the pricing information has 
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been changed to make it easier to understand. There is now :- 
Total Price (unit price x quantity)
Discount Price (discount amount for the total price)
Selling Price (total price - discount price)

FOC-603 Payments & 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementWhen selecting the "PASM Dispatch List" report in the "Branch Control" 
section of the reports, a new "Summary" option has been added. When 
ticked, this option will run the summary version of the report instead of 
the fully-fledged one. 
The other 2 options now available are:-
1) Autosupplied Fees - when this is ticked, PASM fees will be listed, 
otherwise they will not be listed.
2) Autosupplied Others - when this is ticked, all autosupplied PASM 
'Other Items' will be listed, otherwise all manual supplied PASM 'Other 
items' will be listed

FOC-2844 Recalls BugThe Send Email button was missing from the Print Letters tab on the 
Recall Screen.

FOC-2981 Refraction BugIf the 'Update Recall' checkbox was ticked on the basic refraction screen 
and then a prescription from a previous visit was viewed, this could 
cause the patient recall to be updated using the details on the older 
prescription visit.

FOC-3161 Refraction BugNon-clinical version only. 
In  the spectacle prescription screen, the Copy Previous button was 
occasionally copying the incorrect prescription.

FOC-2943 Stock and 
Catalogue

EnhancementContacted Lenses Imported via the Adaro Catalogue did not have a ZZ 
Group assigned to them and the Model occasionally needed to be 
changed. To this end, Contact Lens Model and ZZ Group have been 
added to the Bulk Updates screen.

FOC-2986 Stock and 
Catalogue

BugThe patient's ID was not being displayed in the ID column of the Stocked 
Products.

FOC-3068 Till BugWhen the ‘No Sale' button was pressed at the Till, it was not opening a 
till drawer.

FOC-3098 Till BugTender type swap could not be performed at the till for the sales that had 
a remaining balance.

FOC-3113 Till BugWhen change was due during tendering a sale, the application was not 
requesting confirmation from the user before posting the change amount 
to the patient account and clearing the screen.

FOC-3171 Till BugWhen applying a benefit in the till screen, there was an error 
'DataController not in GridMode'
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FOC-3317 Benefits Enhancement(Scotland Only) The Scottish GOS1 claims can now be submitted 
directly to OWF web site.

FOC-3337 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugWhen adding a credit sale with an initial payment to a mandate the 
regular payment amount was incorrectly deducting the initial payment 
twice.

FOC-3340 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugThere was an error when trying to search for items from the PASM Add 
Items screen and the non-stocked products maintenance screen.
The error was - CDSCatalogSearch - cannot perform this operation on a 
closed dataset
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FOC-3499 eGOS 
Scotland

EnhancementThe Scottish GOS1 claim form has new wording in the 'To be signed by' 
section

FOC-3500 eGOS 
Scotland

BugThe Scottish GOS1 form was not allowing the user to change from a 
primary exam type to a supplementary exam type

FOC-3506 eGOS 
Scotland

BugAs part of the eGOS Scotland enhancement the address data being 
sent was changed to include the House and Flat Numbers.

FOC-3509 eGOS 
Scotland

BugAs part of the eGOS Scotland enhancement, claims were being rejected 
because the wrong value for the Date Authorised was being transmitted. 
This date should be the form print date.

FOC-3510 eGOS 
Scotland

EnhancementAs part of the eGOS Scotland enhancement the address values and 
patient name values are now cleaned prior to transmission to remove 
illegal characters which would cause issues on the NHS website

FOC-3513 eGOS 
Scotland

EnhancementAs part of the eGOS Scotland enhancement extra validation has been 
added to the supplementary eye exam information within the Gos 1 
screen.

FOC-3516 eGOS 
Scotland

BugAs part of the eGOS Scotland enhancement the entry for 
Supplementary Reason Codes and Early Reason Codes have been 
changed to be drop down selection boxes

FOC-3519 eGOS 
Scotland

EnhancementAs part of the eGOS Scotland enhancement the Ophthalmic Number 
can be changed by selecting the staff member from a drop down on the 
'Declaration' TAB within the GOS 1 screen.

FOC-3520 eGOS 
Scotland

EnhancementAs part of the eGOS Scotland enhancement the data entry for the 
Unable To Attend box, on the Claim TAB within the GOS 1 screen, was 
changed to a fixed drop down list of populated statements to ensure that 
the data transmits correctly.
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VERSION : 2.0.14.5 RELEASED : 06/03/18

REF MODULE DESCRIPTION TYPE

FOC-3604 Letters BugWhen integrated with MS Word for letters and using the Ocuco hosted 
environment there were intermittent instances of "Cannot open file 
TempTemplate.doc. The process cannot access the file because it is 
being used by another process" errors.
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